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Compiler Design: Virtual MachinesSpringer, 2010

	While compilers for high-level programming languages are large complex software systems, they have particular characteristics that differentiate them from other software systems. Their functionality is almost completely well-defined – ideally there exist complete precise descriptions of the source and target languages, while additional...
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LEGO Software Power Tools, With LDraw, MLCad, and LPubSyngress Publishing, 2003

	Create Virtual 3D LEGO Models Using LEGO Software Power Tools LEGO Master Builders have created a powerful set of tools that are distributed as freeware to the LEGO community to assist LEGO fans in their building adventures. Until now, these tools have been difficult to find, and even more difficult to configure to work with one another....
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OpenNebula 3 Cloud ComputingPackt Publishing, 2012

	OpenNebula is one of the most advanced and highly-scalable open source cloud computing toolkits. If you ever wanted to understand what Cloud Computing is and how to realize it, or if you need a handy way to manage your messy infrastructure in a simple and coherent manner, this is your way.


	OpenNebula 3 Cloud Computing guides you...
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Getting Started with XenDesktop 7.xPackt Publishing, 2014

	Deliver desktops and applications to your end users, anywhere, anytime, with XenDesktop®7.x


	Overview

	
		Build a complete and secure XenDesktop 7 site from the ground up.
	
		Discover how to virtualize and deliver accessible desktops and applications to your end users.
	
		Full of...
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Visualization Handbook, First EditionAcademic Press, 2004
The field of visualization is focused on creating images that convey salient information about
underlying data and processes. In the past three decades, the field has seen unprecedented
growth in computational and acquisition technologies,
which has resulted in an increased ability both to sense the physical world with
very...
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Knowledge Management in the Construction Industry: A Socio-Technical PerspectiveIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Knowledge Management in the Construction Industry: A Socio-Technical Perspective presents a portfolio of concepts, methods, models, and tools supported by real life case studies from various corners of the globe providing insights into the management of knowledge in the construction industry. Untangling the hype from the reality,...
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Programming AtlasO'Reilly, 2006
Learn how to deliver richer, more interactive web experiences to your users using ASP.NET "Atlas," Microsoft's new framework for building Ajax-savvy web sites. Web developers of all persuasions have embraced the Ajax suite of technologies (Javascript, HTTP, XML and more) as a way to implement pages that are faster,...
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Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V: Insiders Guide to Microsoft's HypervisorSybex, 2009
Hyper-V is one of the top virtualization products, and this practical guide focuses on the essentials of Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V. Written by the Microsoft team behind the Hyper-V product, this book shows you how to perform key virtualization scenarios, such as server consolidation, software test and development, and a dynamic data center and...
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Steps in Scala: An Introduction to Object-Functional ProgrammingCambridge University Press, 2010

	Scala is a relatively new programming language that was designed by Martin Odersky and released in 2003. The distinguishing features of Scala include a seamless integration of functional programming features into an otherwise objectoriented language. Scala owes its name to its ability to scale, that is, it is a language that can grow by...
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Coding4Fun: 10 .NET Programming Projects for Wiimote, YouTube, World of Warcraft, and MoreO'Reilly, 2008

	
		How would you like to build an Xbox game, use your Nintendo Wiimote to create an electronic whiteboard, or build your own peer-to-peer application? Coding4Fun helps you tackle some cool software and hardware projects using a range of languages and free Microsoft software. Now you can code for fun with C#, VB, ASP.NET, WPF,...
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Red Hat Linux Security and OptimizationRed Hat, 2001
Your Official Red Hat® Linux® Guide to Security and Optimization Reviewed and approved by the experts at Red Hat, this comprehensive guide delivers the know-how you need to improve the performance of your Red Hat Linux system—and protect it from attacks and break-ins. Red Hat Linux expert Mohammed Kabir starts by...
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The Definitive Guide to How Computers Do Math : Featuring the Virtual DIY CalculatorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The Basics of Computer Arithmetic Made Enjoyable and Accessible—with a Special Program Included for Hands-on Learning
"The combination of this book and its associated virtual computer is fantastic! Experience over the last fifty years has shown me that there's only one way to truly understand how computers work; and that is to learn...
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